ALL PATTERNS SHOWN AT 36"(L) X 36"(W), UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

D8026-MW83  REPEAT: 36"(L) X 36"(W) SM  AREA SHOWN: 36"(L) X 84"(W)

D8015-MW83  REPEAT: 18"(L) X 18"(W) SM  AREA SHOWN: 36"(L) X 84"(W)

D8014-MW83  REPEAT: 18"(L) X 18"(W) SM  AREA SHOWN: 36"(L) X 84"(W)

D8015-MW83  REPEAT: 18"(L) X 18"(W) SM  AREA SHOWN: 36"(L) X 84"(W)
D8013-MW83  REPEAT: 12"(L) X 12"(W) SM  AREA SHOWN:  36"(L) X 84"(W)

D8027-MW83  REPEAT: 12"(L) X 12"(W) SM  AREA SHOWN:  36"(L) X 84"(W)

D8016-MW83  REPEAT: 9"(L) X 9"(W) SM

D8017-MW83  REPEAT: 6"(L) X 6"(W) SM
An era of knights in armor, ladies in waiting and kings and queens in courts of pure grandeur is captured in the Nouveau Gothique Collection. The Medieval era was a celebration of the decorative arts, and between the 11th and 14th centuries Gothic Imagination combined rich flowering with geometric design creating works of architectural and artistic splendor.

Castle walls, ceilings, and windows were covered in rich and colorful tapestries using repeated patterns of geometrical designs and foliated ornaments. Durkan’s Nouveau Gothique is a collection that depicts and portrays the decorative arts of a by gone era with the added illumination of the New Gothic of today’s design.